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frame-work knitters ten, cutlers ninex. When an apprentice
to a London founder applied for his freedom in 1764, his
master objected that he had not served him faithfully,
" having refused to work longer than from six in the morning
until eight o'clock in the evening ; whereas he ought to have
worked until nine o'clock ". The court decided that the
usual hours were from six to eight, and admitted him to his
freedom2. Campbell gives a long list of occupations carried
on in London in which the hours were mostly from six to
eight or nine3. But working hours were not standardized in
any industry, and according to circumstances they might
be longer or shorter. In addition to regulating hours of
labour, the State instituted a monthly holiday. During the
Civil War an ' Ordinance of the Lords and Commons' pro-
vided that every second Tuesday in the month was to be a
day of ' recreation and relaxation ' for scholars, apprentices
and other servants; and shops and warehouses were to be
closed 4.
In the eyes of the employer the most serious defect of (iii.) Em-
the domestic system was the embezzlement of raw material.
It was a constant complaint in the Middle Ages that carders
and spinners and weavers appropriated the wool given out
to them 5; and in later centuries the evil was in no way
mitigated. Detection was difficult, and the numerous laws
against embezzlement failed to check the practice 6. In 1774
a committee of the House of Commons investigated the
complaints of the clothiers7, and its report throws a curious
light upon the methods practised by textile workers8. It
was stated in evidence that pickers of wool could embezzle
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